
Flamex FR Canvas  TM

25/50 Fire Resistant Canvas Jacket For Mechanical Insulation 

                         

PROPERTIES DATA

Colour:

Natural off-white, no dyes or colour additives, 25/50 label

stamped on fabric

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC’s):

0.0 g/l

Weight: 

(RSTM 2267)

6.4 ounces per square yard (220 g/sm)

Fabric:

100% natural unbleached cotton fabric in rolls 

Construction:

Plain weave fabric (fibre construction is proprietary) 

Treatment:

Factory applied non-toxic, clear fire retardant

Service Temperature: 

(RSTM 1209)

Continuous temperature in contact with fabric at 

which fabric starts to discolour = 280'F (138'C) 

Surface Burning Characteristics: 

(ULC-S102 and ASTM-E-84)

Flame Spread = 8

Smoke Developed = 5

RSTM: Robson Standard Test Method

FFR Rev.2.06

FLAMEX FR CANVAS is a plain weave 25/50 treated

cotton fabric designed specifically for covering

mechanical system insulation. Special non-toxic

additives make FLAMEX FR CANVAS resistant to the

spread of fire, and self extinguishing when the flame

source is removed.

FLAMEX FR CANVAS is the only canvas with a unique

fibre that allows it to be torn by hand in both directions

without a starter cut. Plus, it tears straight with no

bunching up and almost no loose threads. These

features save time during fabrication and installation.

FLAMEX FR CANVAS is partially pre-shrunk. It can be

stretched to fit during application, then it shrinks slightly

when drying to form a smooth and tight finish.

FLAMEX FR CANVAS is acceptable for use in

agricultural, dairy, meat, fish, and poultry processing

facilities, and military, government, and hospital

construction projects.

FLAMEX FR CANVAS does not contain any asbestos,

lead, mercury, mercury compounds, PCB’s, PBDE’s,

carcinogenic chemicals, or environmental toxins, it

qualifies for significantly more LEED points than

insulation jackets made of PVC or metal, and it is

GreenSpec Listed. 

FLAMEX FR CANVAS is compatible with all insulations,

all lagging adhesives, water based paints, solvent based

paints, epoxies, mastics, insulating cements, PVC, and

other fabrics.

Special Instructions:

Avoid exposing fire resistant canvas to moisture until

after installed and protected by a final coat of lagging

adhesive. Store indoors in dry area.

User should test before proceeding with full application

to ensure product performance will be acceptable. This

product is for industrial use indoors. Also suitable for

outdoor use if lagged on with Robson’s RT-38.
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Flamex FR Canvas TM

Preparation:

1. Follow local trade practices. Before tearing and applying FLAMEX FR CANVAS, ensure insulation is secured

and free of liquids, oil, grease, and dirt. Also ensure that insulation has been installed as specified, and joints,

corners, fittings, and bevels are smooth and even, and FSK/ASJ insulation jackets are smooth as possible.

2. If applying canvas over soft insulation such as flexible duct wrap, the surface of the insulation should be made

hard and smooth before applying the canvas. This can be done by applying a fire resistant, wrinkle proof, hard

paper or insulating cement over the insulation before applying canvas. Corners of insulated ducts should be made

square and rigid with folded hard paper or corner bead before applying canvas. 

3. Set up a hard surface work table at least as wide as the canvas, at least 6' (2 m) long, and about waist high, for

fabricating and applying lagging to the canvas. A piece of plywood on top of saw-horses can be used for this

purpose. Open canvas wrapping just enough to slide the roll of canvas out. Save wrapping for storage and transport

of part rolls and useable pieces of canvas.

4. Put a metal pipe through the cardboard core of the canvas roll. Let pipe stick out of both ends of the cardboard

core. Tie heavy duty rope to each pipe end and suspend the roll horizontally near the end of the work table. Ensure

that the rope cannot slip off the pipe ends and is securely tied to the building structure above.  

Suggested Method To Install Canvas Over Mechanical Insulation:

1. Measure the areas where FLAMEX FR CANVAS is to be applied. Allow for canvas overlaps of at least 2" (50mm)

in all directions. Tear off a section of canvas from the roll, tear off both canvas edge seams, then tear the canvas

into right sized pieces. For long runs of insulated pipe, time can be saved by pre-tearing the canvas along it’s

length, roll up the long pieces, and mark pipe sizes on them. Unroll and tear off exact length pieces as required.

Pre-fabricating FLAMEX FR CANVAS for pipe fittings such as flanges and bevels also saves time.

2. Apply a non-toxic fire resistant lagging adhesive (W hite Lag, Black Lag, tinted W hite Lag, or RT-38) with a 4"

or wider lagging brush or a paint roller to the full surface of the torn canvas pieces on the side opposite of the 25/50

stamps. Lag as many pieces of canvas as can be installed before the pre-lagged canvas starts to dry.

3. Apply the lagged side of the canvas to the insulation so that 25/50 stamps are facing out, and canvas seams will

be inconspicuous. Use scissors to cut small openings in the canvas for name plates and protrusions. Overlap all

canvas seams and over PVC fittings at least 2" (50mm). Make sure canvas seams match up in a straight line with

the seams of adjacent canvassed sections. Use palm of hand and a wide brush to smooth out and adjust the

canvas to a snug wrinkle free fit. Allow for some shrinkage of the canvas when the lagging dries. Tuck canvas in

neatly around name plates and protrusions so that insulation cannot be seen. For faster and easier finishing work,

apply Robson’s RT-10 Mastic on raw insulation edges and bevels instead of canvas, PVC, or metal.

4. Apply a finish coat of lagging (W hite Lag, Black Lag, tinted W hite Lag, or RT-38)  with a 4" (100mm) or wider

lagging brush over the full surface of the installed canvas. Adjust by hand and use brush to remove wrinkles and

air pockets in the canvas. Brush the frayed edges at canvas seams so they lay down flat and smooth.

5. Visually inspect completed work and clean up before moving to next work area. Remove lagging adhesive from

name plates and other non-canvas surfaces before it dries. Let the installed canvas dry fully before exposure to

freezing temperatures or moisture, and before applying other finishes.

 

Robson Thermal Mfg. Ltd.

Robson Thermal Mfg. Ltd. accepts no liability for any injury, loss, expense, or damage direct or consequential, howsoever caused, related to
this or any product or activity. There is no guarantee or warranty of fitness for use or results of use. Product user shall test and ensure this
product meets their requirements before purchase or use. Project documents take precedence and govern over this data sheet. Shelf life of this
product in factory wrapping is 36 months from date of shipment.


